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Abraham Lincoln b. Feb 12 1809

Dave Harrison’s new 1933 Lincoln. See his story on page 6.
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The SCVMTFC is a chapter of the Model T Ford Club of America. The club was founded in 1969 to promote the history and the enjoyment of Henry Ford’s Famous Model T. Meetings which are normally held
at 7:30 pm on the third Friday of the month are temporarily suspended due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
Membership dues are $30 per year. (But only $10 this year.) Send dues to Ivan Jorgensen, 475
Sunnyoakes Ave. Campbell CA 95008. Membership in the Model T Ford Club of America is encouraged.
Dues are $40 per year. Send dues to MTFCA P.O. Box 996 Richmond IN 47375-0996.
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President’s message for March
2021

Wow, wow, wow. That was
quite a tour. The weather was
perfect, the tour route was beautiful, and the turnout was amazing. It included a trip around
Morgan Hill and the reservoirs,
and ended at the Almaden Lake
Park where all had a great time
catching up. The name of the
tour was “Blossoms,” but given
the conditions of the year, it was
changed to, “No Blossoms.” Not sure where the name ended up, but there was a report of 43
blossoms spotted! We are on the brink of spring. . Thanks as always to the organizers for a
great trip. And thanks for the cookies, Pat. Not sure I am a fan of the COVID cookie distribution system. The baggies make it harder to take extras!
Congrats to everyone who earned their driving patch on the tour. Given our current situation,
they were handed out right after the event.
People are itching to get out and drive their cars. One of these people is Steven Chase, a
member of the T club in southern California. As you can see by the schedule, he is arranging
several “just show up because it is not an official tour” drives over the next couple of months.
I am personally going on the Thousand Oaks tour next month. (Have to test my new car trailer!) If anyone else would like to go I would be happy to arrange a caravan down. I encourage everyone to get out and give his drives a shot.
And we have a March tour brewing that involves bringing your pet or favorite stuffed animal.
I’ll be bringing my son, I believe he qualifies….
Otherwise, the talk is starting about going to Spokane, the national tour that as of now is still
on. Please get your reservations in. I am certain it will be a fun time.
Meanwhile, it is time to start thinking about spring. Fertilize the lawn, plant new flowers, and
check the sprinklers. And please, check on your T. Oil changes, tire pressure checks, bolt
tightening. Be safe everyone. And, if you need a maintenance book, please contact Maryann
Steele, our new librarian. She is sure to help. Thank you Maryann.
Barbara
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SCVMTFC General Meeting Feb. 19, 2021
Meeting called to order at 7:33PM. Members present 19 and guest 1. Welcome new members Frank Giordano and Kurt Bohan.
Addition and correction to minutes in Backfire, .
There was a reading at the end of the meeting by Jim Boyden regarding a
drug bust in San Jose, Thanks Jim.
Vice President Oliver Johnson – no report or correspondence,
Treasurers Report: Mary Beaman gave an update for checking, savings and
total assets for the club.

Programs: Lynn Alens asked for suggestions and mentioned that the program for tonight would be two videos, Oliver’s about assembly of a car and
Barbara’s about car names.
Backfire: Jim asked for articles, stories to enhance the Backfire. Lynn suggested stories of the past events or happenings.
Tours: Bob Meneely mentioned the 2021 Blossoms Green Hills Sunday
drive with cookies. He also mentioned up coming tours Steve Chase is sponsoring – Santa Rosa, Thousand Oaks, Utah, and Golden Gate- for
more information contact Bob. March 21st. Troed Johnson and Noreen Blaze will lead the Animal and Lunch driving tour, bring a stuffed animal. Remember Spokane National Tour.
Public Relations: Allan Greenberg – no events.
Membership: Ivan Jorgensen said we have 2 new members and 69 paid to date.
Tech & Safety: Dave Harrison shared various damaged transmission parts. It was an eye opener to see so many damaged parts, advice
look carefully when you are build a transmission.
Jim Lukash shared a turn signal for a bike that could be adapted or a car. Great advice and only $20, contact Jim for more information
Librarian: Mary Ann Steele has volunteered to take over the library since Dick Hess has retired, thank you Mary Ann.
Endurance Run: Oliver had nothing to report but Ivan Jorgensen mentioned he is planning a run on June 13 th, update to follow.
AAHP: Pader mentioned he has met with Allan Greenberg to discuss the event and iron out areas of concern. Also met with History Park
CEO., Bill Schroh, Jr., for concerns and guidelines, costs currently and issues along with food vendors, performance venues and other items.
Pader and Allan are open to ideas – HELP!
Jim Lukash said the club should allocate the money needed and Mary mentioned the Budget was not finalized yet and the Board would address the money issue at the next Board Meeting in March.
Website: No report, Historian: No report.
Sunshine: Helen mentioned cards sent to Aldo, John Bertolotti, Doug Mantz, Mark Edwards and Mary Ann. Reported positive news for Doug
Mantz.
Old Business: None , New Business: Thanks to Mary Ann
Good of the Order: Birthday Dave Harrison, Anniversary Bill & Pat Bratt, Adjourned, seconded by Bill Bratt and Chuck Christensen
Respectfully Submitted,
Bill Bratt, Secretary

For information about Club jackets please contact
Mary Ann Steele. (408) 867-4393
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2021 CALENDAR (SCVMTFC Tours & Events noted in BOLD)
Mar 5 (Fri), 7:30pm, SCVMTFC First Friday Social Hour on ZOOM, watch your email for the invitation.
March 12-14, 2021. A "Non-Tour" in the Thousand Oaks, Malibu, Camarillo area. Steven Chase, NewNorthSouth@gmail.com. 323497-0601. Barbara Beach is going. If you think you might go, contact Barbara at beachbk@gmail.com, (408) 887-4857.

Mar 15 (Mon), 7:30pm, SCVMTFC Board Meeting on ZOOM. Watch your email for the invitation.
Mar 19 (Fri), 7:30pm, SCVMTFC General Meeting on ZOOM, Watch your email for the invitation.
Mar 21 (Sun), SCVMTFC Animal & Lunch Driving Tour. Bring your pet or favorite stuffed animal. Plan to
bring a picnic lunch which will be at Chitactac Adams County Park. Meet at 10:00am, leave at 10:30 from behind the Shell
station at the corner of Blossom Hill Road and Almaden Expwy. Throw in a chair just in case.

Apr ???, SCVMTFC Tour. We need an April Tour. Any suggestions?
Apr 23-25, Sun Country Speedster Run, St. George, UT. Dana Crosby, telecros@yahoo.com, 602-579-3928.
Apr 26-28, Utah Canyon Tour. This tour directly follows the Sun Country Speedster Run in St. George, UT. Hosted by Sun Country
Model T Club and Model T Ford Club of Southern California. Steven Chase, NewNorthSouth@gmail.com. 323-497-0601.
May 31 – June 5. Golden Gate Tour III hosted by Model T Ford Club of Southern California. Steven Chase,
NewNorthSouth@gmail.com. 323-497-0601. See the Vintage Ford for info.

June 13 (Sun), SCVMTFC Undurance Run, more later.
July 9-14, 2021, MTFCA National Tour, Spokane, WA. Registration forms are in the Vintage Ford. Several SCVMTFC
folks have already sent in their forms.

Sept 19 (Sun), Antique Autos in History Park hosted by SCVMTFC and History San Jose.
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By Dave Harrison
I purchased a 1933 Lincoln KB 7-Passenger Sedan in early December 2020. The car was located in Florida and did not arrive
in California until mid-January 2021.

The earliest known history of the car starts when it was
acquired by renowned collector John Dunning in the early 1980's from the widow of its longtime owner who had

disassembled the car for restoration but never completed the work. The project was brought to Mr. Dunning’s
longtime restorer, Ed Cobb of Washington Court House, Ohio, who performed a body-on restoration of the car in this elegant and subtle two-tone color scheme.
The restoration won its Primary First prize in Classic Car Club of America judging in 1985, eventually achieving Senior Premier status by 1995. The car was sold in May 2020 at Amelia Island – RM Sotheby Auction to
Richard Mohan Washabaugh of Point Verda Beach, Florida.

The car is a 7-passenger sedan which means that it has jump seats that fold out of the back of
the front seat in order to seat a total of 7 passengers. The sedan is distinct from a limousine because there is not a divider window between the front and back seats. I specifically wanted a sedan and not a limo model because I was concerned about the leg room. I found that the front
seats do adjust nicely and there is adequate leg room. The factory coachwork features beautiful
cloth upholstery on both the front and rear seats. Interior trim is real wood.
The car has dual side-mount spare tires and the correct Beals and Selkirk luggage trunk on the
back. This trunk is fully equipped with suit cases and a hat box. (Can you see Becky in a big fancy
hat?)
The car is powered by the Ford’s first V-12, a massive 448 cu. in. mill with fork-and-blade connecting rods that was virtually hand-built to order and produced 150 horsepower with peerless

smoothness. The Model KB was capable of a top speed of 120 mph - a speed comparable to
such greats as the Duesenberg Model J and the Marmon Sixteen - making this one of the great
motor cars of the Classic Era.
The engine temperature is controlled by thermostatically controlled louvers on the front of the
radiator. The radiator parts are all chrome plated heavy brass. The transmission is a 3 speed
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with syncromesh in 2nd and 3rd gear. A freewheeling unit is attached to the transmission. It
has 4-wheel power assisted mechanical drum
brakes. The power assist is in-line, uses engine
vacuum, and is adjustable at the steering column. If engine vacuum is not adequate for braking or windshield wipers, there is an additional

vacuum pump associated with the fuel
pump. The rear axle is a full-floating rear axle
similar to a heavy truck where the axles are only driving the wheels and are not supporting the
weight of the car.
The car is equipped with a heater under the dash area and additional driving lights on the front
of the car. Currently these items don't work and will require some electrical tracing.

The car drives very nicely but pulled to the left when applying the brakes. I have been working
on the brakes to cure this problem.
The car did not come with any kind of jack or tool
kit. After looking at the tool kit pictures, I realized
that my 2006 Chevy truck had a jack nearly identical to the pictures and was the correct height with

the correct handle extensions. The car is now
equipped with a spurious junkyard “Chevy” jack
and tire-changing equipment including the lug nut
wrench that was modified from 7/8 on the Chevy
to 15/16 for the Lincoln. These tools fit into a factory locking storage compartment in the right
front fender on the inside of the spare tire.

The car is 18 feet 4 inches long, and it will fit in my 20-foot box trailer and in the garage. I don't
expect it to be in the trailer much. I have had it on the freeway at 70 MPH and it runs nicely at
freeway speeds. There is no need to trailer it. As the nicest car in my collection, its new home
will be in the garage at the house instead of the shop where it might get dirty.
This is one of 110 Lincoln KB 7-passenger sedans built in 1933.
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A FEW NOTES ON OUR RICH HISTORY

By Ed Archer

First off, unfortunately I feel like I’ve got to give you an introduction
so that you’ll have a better understanding of the short “Rich History”
story you’re about to read, so be prepared for a little Model T education that every Model T owner should know anyway. So, please, just
humor me and read the following. As a Model T Ford owner, if you’re
not already aware, you should be, of the fact that you own an true
piece Americana and I think that every Model T owner should know a
little more about the versatility of their, “Car That Put America On
Wheels.” Most of you know that Model Ts were used as taxi’s, jitneys
and full size busses, ambulances, tractors, airplanes, power sources to
Remove the headlights and here's a perfect example of run a variety of mechanical things,…..the list goes on. How was all
an early "bare bones" race car.
that possible? Here’s a couple of real important facts you should know.
Believe it or not, in some ways, upon the introduction of the Model T in 1908, Henry Ford was way ahead of all other
automobile manufacturers of the era. Among the reasons, the two most important would be, the first use of vanadium
steel on an American car, and the second was a 4 cylinder engine
with a detachable cylinder head. The use of vanadium steel allowed him to build a strong lightweight durable automobile.
Where all other American automobile manufacturers of the era
were using the strongest steel that was available from the American foundries at the time, which was big, bulky, and heavy, in order to withstand the punishment of the rough roads of the day,
Henry found a way of producing a steel, used on some very expensive European cars, a costly steel called vanadium, for his new
Model T. Vanadium steel, had three times the tinsel strength of all
And here's a perfect example of an early sporty custom body American made steels of the era, was light weight, and under exspeedster.
treme stress would bend rather than just break apart. (That’s another story, how he managed to get the price down to something affordable.). So, the second reason, the detachable cylinder head. All other manufacturers were building engines with the cylinder head and cylinder block cast as one unit.
With a detachable cylinder head it gives you the ability to remove the original head and install your own designed higher compression, larger valve, better breathing, flat head or overhead valve cylinder head, in order to increase the original horsepower dramatically….. and you have a fast car! So, early on people began “modifying” their cars for speed,
whether their goal was to seriously enter in competitive auto racing events or just to have a sporty looking more spontaneous, faster car for everyday street use. The former would be called a race car and the latter a speedster, or sometimes,
especially in the media, or slang both just got called “a speedcar”. In order to construct one of these, usually the old
body would be cast aside, or a new chassis was purchased without a body, and the modifications began. A lightweight
bare bones racing configuration body with major engine and chassis modifications in an effort to win races, or a custom, more elaborately designed sporty looking body with necessary chassis modifications to achieve that ultimate
sporty look, and maybe a special cylinder head added to the engine to pump it up a bit for added speed. The all important upside to all of this is the original Ford built components could withstand all of the stress when performance
modifications were added, because of the design and….. vanadium steel. So I hope this helps you to understand an example of the true versatility of the Model T Ford and why it put “America on wheels,….. is a priceless piece of Americana,…. and why at the end of the 20th century, it was unanimously voted by automotive industry giants “The Car of the
20th Century.”
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Now here’s the short story of “OUR RICH HISTORY” from 2006
The Santa Clara Valley Model T Ford Club (SCVMTFC) has a rich history of
Endurance Runs and speedster and race car enthusiasm dating back to only a few
months after the club was granted a charter by the Model T Ford Club of America (MTFCA) in 1969. So it should have come as no surprise that in 2006 the
SCVMTFC membership was asked to host the 2006 MTFCA Speedster Race Car
Hall Of Fame Ceremonies in conjunction with their 37th annual 200 mile Cross
Country Speedster Race Car Endurance Run and Lowland Tour. The membership was ecstatic! What an honor! Historically the Hall Of Fame Ceremonies
were held at the Smith Collection of American Speed Museum, in Lincoln Nebraska. Because of our nationally known reputation of elaborate well planned re
enactments of early day speed and endurance contests, the Santa Clara Valley
Hall of Fame Banner autographed by
was given the honor of hosting the 2006 Hall Of Fame Induction ceremonies,
everyone was auctioned of with proceeds
right here in Santa Clara! So we immediately went to work and formed a Hall of
Fame ceremonies committee chaired by the late, very capable Dr. Art Basham and his crew, who ended up planning a memorable program along with
a few surprises that no doubt sent some of the inductees home “howling at
the moon” with delight. The purpose of the MTFCA Hall Of Fame is to perpetuate the memory of individuals who have brought lasting fame and positive recognition to the history of
Model T Ford based speedsters and
race cars. Also, each year, one very
special speedster or race car is inducted into the Hall Of Fame, for
Ed's Louis Chevrolet impression. (I couldn't find basically the same reasons. The
the picture i have of Louie in his knicker suit)
2006 ceremonies was definitely
something to write home about. Ed Archer was the acting master of ceremonies
and appropriately attired in his 1920s knicker suit, did a pretty good impression
of Louis Chevrolet, introducing the inductees. (Louis no longer had any connection with the Chevrolet motor car company, his company, Frontenac Motors,
specialized in building professional racing cars, and one of his Model T Ford
based race cars placed 5th in the Indianapolis 500 in 1923, a major accomplishment for a Model T). The ceremony was held at the John and Aldo Bertolotti collection in Santa Clara and the whole afternoon was truly a highlight in our clubs
history.
The downtown San Jose starting line grid of
cars for the 2006 Endurance Run and

As for the accompanying photographs, they’re from the Endurance run arLowland tour
chives of the SCVMTFC. Illustrating Saturday’s check in and registration, the
afternoon HOF ceremonies, and Sunday’s Endurance Run and Lowland Tour. The Run, route mapped out by “The Master”, Aaron Griffey, headed east from downtown San Jose, CA. into the foothills, south to Morgan Hill then west to the
beautiful Pacific Ocean, with the half way line in Santa Cruz, CA. then returning northeast on the one and two lane roads
through the Santa Cruz mountain range to the finish line in Santa Clara, CA. And the Lowland Tour, headed by the inimitable, Pat Meneely and her hand picked crew did a masterful job, including cheering on the speedsters and race cars at
every possible vantage point. What a wonderful day! And what a great bunch of people, and cars. Take a look at the past,
Enjoy!
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FEW BLOSSOMS GREEN HILLS SUNDAY DRIVE WITH COOKIES TOUR
February 21, 2021. We hit the weather just right, a little cool to start, 43 degrees when we left the house, rising to a very comfortable 65 degrees by lunch time in the park. We invited Mid Peninsula Old Time Auto
Club to join us on this tour, so we had 20 cars total for this tour. Our club fielded seven T's (6 regular T'S
AND Ed Archers #4 racer), a 1916 Pierce Arrow, a 1925 Lincoln, a 1930 Packard, 5 moderns and a 302
Boss Mustang (you just can't lump that in with the modern class). MPOTAC brought a '36 Dodge PU, '74
Pontiac, and a 1960 Cadillac limousine. Greenbergs joined us at the finish in their 1928 Oldsmobile. We
had one casualty at the start, Frank Giordano's Packard did not have enough battery to start. Not to be deterred, Frank got a jump and joined us at the finish.
After suffering through the obligatory number of red lights to get out of town, we had a really pleasant drive
on some country roads, taking Santa Theresa Blvd all the way to Morgan Hill, then jumping over the hills to
Uvas Road and back on McKean Road. Just some nice country roads, a few blossoms, lots of green fields,
a leisurely Model T pace was the order of the day. Now, since we knew blossoms were in short supply, Pat
kept an eye out for anything interesting. Here is her count: somewhere over 50 blooming trees, several
mustard fields, 63 cattle, 12 horses, a small herd of goats, 1 flock of chickens, a small herd of sheep, 7 longhorns, a cria herd of llamas, 2 ravens, 2 magpies, and 1 egret. I don't know about the rest of you folks, but I
might have missed a few of those.
We ended the tour at Almaden Lake Park, which was waiving the admission fee during the pandemic, thank
you very much. So we had a little impromptu car show and I think everyone stayed for the running board
lunch, Pat counted 37 people. We camped out at a row of picnic tables on a knoll overlooking the lake.
Lunch in the February sun was enjoyable and we watched the resident geese, some even begging for food,
and needing to be shooed away. Driving patches were awarded to T drivers, Ed Archer, Barbara Beach,
Bob Beaman, Jim Boyden, Troed Johnson, Ivan Jorgensen and Bob Meneely.
All in all, a successful tour, thanks to Pat Meneely for the cookies at the lunch, and thanks to Len Flaherty of
MPOTAC for the donuts at the start.
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A great day for a tour and picnic. Thanks Bob and Pat.
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Aldo was a good friend of the Model T Club from it’s very beginnings. We are all going to miss him.
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For Sale

1927 model T Touring
All stock, built originally in Canadian plant hence stock wooden spoke wheels.
Straight body, minor dings only Runs both 6volt or magneto. Rebuilt coil box. New upholstery, primer only. Asking $6000 Many extra original parts also available.
Gordon (925) 430-9818
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